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 This morning I want to begin by inviting you to think about “re-purposing”, 

which is currently quite a popular trend.  It’s a way of reusing and recycling and reducing 

waste, so it’s certainly a positive trend.  For example, you go into a vintage décor store, 

and you’ll see an old western boot now filled with a dried flower arrangement; the boot 

has become a vase.  Or you’ll see old pieces of scrap metal welded together to form some 

kind of fantastical creature—there’s one such creature along the scenic highway between 

Duluth and Knife River.  Our house includes a fireplace with a lovely hardwood maple 

surround; that wood was rescued from a burn pile and repurposed to be both useful and 

beautiful.  Many things are re-purposable!  This is true in churches as well.  I read this 

week about a woman and her church and the Bible stand that she recently looked at more 

closely.  You see our Bible stand on the altar—it’s attractive and brass covered.  This 

Bible stand I read about was carved from wood, larger than ours, and depicted an eagle 

with outstretched wings.  The Bible was held in the opening of the outstretched wings, 

and this woman had never paid too much attention to it.  Until she happened to take a 

closer look, at which point she realized something: the eagle was carrying, with its legs, a 

turtle.  Which took her by surprise!  She couldn’t think of any Biblical stories involving 

eagles and turtles.  Wisely, she approached their church historian---their version of our 

Audrey Carlson—for enlightenment.  And she learned that the Bible stand was a 

repurposed table leg, some 500 years old.  And the eagle and the turtle were telling a 

fable of Aesop, in which a turtle begs the eagle to teach it to fly.  When the eagle 

responds the turtle cannot fly, because it has no wings, the turtle begs the eagle to soar up 

in the sky with him and let him drop—convinced he’d figure out how to fly on the way 



down.  Predictably, the turtle fell like a stone and went “splat!”.  The moral of the fable 

being that we need to respect our limitations with humility.  So in this instance, both a 

material and an ideological repurposing occurred.  The table leg became a Bible stand, 

and the story about humility became an encouragement to approach the Word of God 

with a humble attitude, recognizing our human limitations.   

 This is just one example of how both things and ideas from culture can be 

repurposed, even by the church—perhaps especially by the church.  Our current church 

season, of Easter, is named for “Ishtar”, a Babylonian goddess of fertility.  Her symbols 

included rabbits and eggs—both symbols of fertility.  Which is likely we have an Easter 

bunny and color eggs at Easter time; those aren’t scriptural references, obviously, but 

something repurposed from the culture to serve the Church.  Martin Luther did this, too, 

when writing hymns.  He wrote the verses, then borrowed a popular tavern tune to give 

his theology some popular appeal.  That’s how A Mighty Fortress is Our God, the great 

hymn of the Reformation, came to be!  For millennia and centuries, Christianity has 

adapted cultural practices into traditions of faith.  And I’m not saying this in a critical 

manner; I think our forebears were rather wily to do so.  Instead of merely condemning 

the culture around them and trying to completely change the culture as well as introduce 

the Christian faith, they found a way to bridge the gap.  That is the challenge of every 

generation of Christians in every land and culture.  How do the Christian faith and the 

surrounding culture relate to one another? Does faith, in fact, supersede particular 

cultures?  We’d have to say yes, wouldn’t we?  Our Christian faith is universal, not 

particular to Americans, or Europeans, or even the original practitioners of our Christian  

faith, Middle Easterners.  Are some cultural practices more faith friendly than others?  



Very probably, yes.  But, where does one draw the line?  And how can we separate our 

cultural traditions from our faith traditions, so that we don’t insist other cultures become 

just like us in order to adopt Christianity?   For example, European missionaries to places 

like Africa in past centuries, deservedly gained a bad reputation, as they wanted the 

Africans to, in essence, become Europeans in order to become Christians.  We’re much 

more sensitive to that now, thank God. Since there are now far more Christians in Africa 

than in America or Europe, they may well decide to send missionaries our way soon, but 

will they insist we take up African cultural practices in order to be truly Christian?  I’m 

guessing we’d hope not!  Culture and faith interact,  but they are not identical, and but 

they can also clash. Here’s one of the issues between culture and faith in Africa at 

present: polygamy. There are already numerous polygamous marriages in Africa.  When 

people convert to Christianity, what happens to those polygamous marriages?  Should 

someone insist they are no longer valid, thus breaking apart family groupings that have 

depended upon one another emotionally and economically for years, often forcing the 

abandoned extra wives to turn to prostitution?  That’s hardly congruent with Christianity 

either!  Not so easy, is it?  How do faith and culture interact?   Because they always must 

and do. These are not simple issues, nor are they new.  St. Paul is dealing with this very 

issue in our lesson from Acts this morning. He is going to repurpose some Greco-Roman 

cultural traditions to communicate the Gospel anew.  

  Probably only a fortunate few of us have been to Greece, so we may have 

trouble picturing the physical setting of this lesson, but it was impressive.  The 

Areopagus, where Paul was preaching, was a massive, elegant structure that served as a 

kind of Supreme Court of Justice building.  It was a place where sophisticated and 



educated people gathered for conversation and education.  Right behind it was the 

Acropolis, a massive flat hill-top covered with beautiful statues, temples, and theatres.  

The ruins look to still be impressive, and obviously in its original form, it would have 

been something like standing on our national mall.  Hopefully you have had a chance to 

visit our national mall—which is not a shopping center, much to my kid’s honest 

surprise, when we first visited there maybe 15 years ago.  The whole outdoor, beautiful, 

and historical area of our national Mall is a testament to the ability of humans to create 

lasting, stunning forms that house the best in learning, inspiration, and government.  That 

is exactly the kind of setting which Paul and his audience were in for our first lesson.  

The setting and the people gathered there represented the apex of classical thought and 

civilization.  These folks very likely felt--as we so often do as well-- that they represented 

the best of their world at that time in terms of education, fine arts, government, and 

religion.  So, this is not the typical setting that we find Jesus or the disciples in when they 

are preaching.  This is no humble crowd of fishermen, farmers, and peasants in a Judean 

field.  Paul is preaching in a truly challenging context, the meeting of this strange new 

Word of God in Christ with this height of ancient civilization which embraces multiple 

deities and spirits, as well as highly valuing rational thought.  Christian faith is certainly 

not compatible with multiples deities and spirits, and while theology has a rational side, 

faith is ultimately a leap of imagination that defies rationality.  So, while we may feel we 

face significant challenges in how faith and culture relate, in how we bear witness to our 

faith within our culture, Paul could certainly claim to have us beat.  What then, is his 

approach? 



 I’m thinking we might summarize his approach as one of finding common ground 

from which to make his stand.  He begins by recognizing that these people to whom he 

speaks are people of substance, he acknowledges that they too have a lively interest in 

matters of faith and that they have built lasting monuments that reflect this interest.  He 

quotes classical poets with whom his audience would have been familiar, their own poets.  

He recites from the poetry of Epimetomes and Aratus, lines that say, “In God we live and 

move and have our being,” and “For we, too, are offspring of God.”  Note that rather than 

claiming, as Jews had for centuries, that they alone were somehow the chosen people of 

God, Paul acknowledges the wisdom of classical poetry that all people are God’s 

children.  This particular verse, acknowledging a common origin for humanity, was used 

and repurposed by abolitionist preachers during the years preceding the American Civil 

War to promote the idea that African slaves were as fully human and as much God’s 

children as their Caucasian slave owners. Another rather neat example of how culture and 

faith met up , in this instance during those tumultuous years of our nation’s past. 

Returning to our text and  1st C. Greece, Paul finally also affirms that all people, 

everywhere, have within them this same common yearning---a search for the Divine, a 

spiritual quest for meaning and relationship to God.  And having done this, he then makes 

his unique case, gives his particular Christian witness.   

Paul, I think, models rather nicely for us how faith and culture might interact.  He 

acknowledges the value of the Greco-Roman culture, rather than insisting they first 

become Jews in order to understand Christianity. He borrows and repurposes what seems 

appropriate and fitting from that Greco-Roman culture to promote his own cause.  And he 

reduces cultural differences and particularities down to a common human bond:  all are 



God’s children, and all yearn to discover God in some way.  He doesn’t compromise the 

heart of his Gospel message, which is Christ crucified and raised.  But, neither does he 

patronize or condemn his audience.  And you know what?  I think that’s really hard for us 

to do. 

The more we feel at odds with our surrounding culture, the easier it is to build 

walls, to make judgements, and to draw lines of division.  Which sometimes might be the 

right thing to do, if the culture is hostile to the heart of our faith.  But otherwise, such 

lines and walls merely make it harder for us to bear witness to Christ crucified and risen 

because we’ve already anticipated or even created hostility before we begin.  And if you 

wonder what “culture” I’m referencing here, I’m referencing our own: a culture typically 

described now as post-Christian.  Not necessarily hostile to our faith, but certainly not  

one with our faith.  A diverse, technologically oriented culture that no longer speaks 

church-talk.  A culture in which Islam and Hinduism and Buddhism and every flavor of 

Christianity must coexist, along with those completely indifferent to questions of faith.  

That culture.  We may find ourselves feeling at odds with our culture, but are there ways 

to bridge the gaps?  

Here’s a humble, little example. I’m not particularly fond of tattoos, but they  

 are becoming a part of our mainstream culture, although I don’t see a lot of them in 

church today.   At Evelyn Salakka’s funeral, a great story was told about how Evelyn, a 

proud and elderly Norwegian woman, was at one time left sitting for an hour in a tour 

boat with a young, tattoo covered man she had never met before. Two folks less likely to 

find common ground might be hard to imagine.  But, when her family returned from 

snorkeling, they found the two in lively conversation, with Evelyn pointing to one tattoo 



after another and saying, “I see.  Now tell me the story behind this one” and on they went 

down both sets of arms and legs.  I thought that was a great example of making a bridge 

between cultures rather than building a wall.  Tattoos, even if they’re not my thing, are 

commonplace in our culture and they often include religious symbolism, specifically 

Christian symbolism.  Is that, in fact, a reflection of that universal longing for God of 

which Paul speaks? I’m not saying Evelyn and this young man had a deep spiritual 

conversation, but they discovered some common humanity and found a way to talk, 

which is surely the foundation for any deeper conversations, including faith conversation.  

Much in culture, even if not explicitly spiritual or Christian, is not antithetical to our faith 

and may even provide a means for commonality.  The Christian faith has for thousands of 

years found ways to bridge such gaps, as Paul demonstrates, while not losing the heart of 

our faith.  This is a huge challenge for us, in our post-Christian culture.  How do faith and 

culture interact?  How do we bear witness within our surrounding culture?  How might 

our faith shape our culture, and what might our culture teach us about our faith?  Where 

is our Aeropagus? Where will we stake out some common ground for conversation and 

understanding?  What kind of repurposing might we do? 

I’m not leaving you with answers this morning, but, I hope, some food for 

thought.  Paul found a way to bring faith and culture together, respecting culture, but 

guarding and preserving the integrity of faith.  This allowed him to bear witness to Christ 

in his time and place.   How can we do that in our time and place?  How can we be 

followers of Jesus in 21st C. America?  Amen. 

   

 


